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1. Introduction 

The successful development of software systems 

requires an unambiguous, complete, and non-conflicting 

set of requirements. Requirements-related problems have 

a major effect on the delivery of a software system on 

time and within budget [1]. However, because of the 

nature of software development, numerous problems 

hinder the development of high-quality requirements. One 

of  the  requirements-related  problems   that  can   lead  to  

und early is requirements conflicts 

tions. Requirements 

 or more requirements 

effect on each other. Requirements interactions 

]:

ected from different 

rspectives and views. 

irements between the 

 order to reduce the 

d cost. However, the 

egative effects on the 

project.

nt methods such as 

e collection of new 

 the already existing 

irements can have a 

uirements. Moreover, 

arameterized reusable 

ght cause interactions. 

ement stating that the 

ould not exceed X ms 

requirement that the 

r. If parameter X is 

 and Y is an 8088 

quirements might be in 

conflict. However, if X is 0.5 ms and Y a Pentium IV 

processor, both requirements might be able to be met 

s that requirements 

lues of parameters. 

al approach to address 

the problem of requirements interaction detection. IRIS, 

which stands for Identifying Requirements Interactions 

using Semi-formal methods, uses semi-formal methods 

for the detection of interactions between requirements 

2. Related Work 

One of the commonly used methodologies in 

developing software systems is feature-based 

development. However, this approach has been hampered 
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costly repairs if not foAbstract

Requirements engineering is considered 

phase of the software development life cycle

because of the complexity of today’s
requirements often have a negative impact on

Requirements interaction detection is an 

activity for the discovery of such unwanted in
Commonly used detection processes are orient

the telecommunication domain and are done u
human experts or formal approaches. This pap

IRIS, which stands for Identifying Re

Interactions using Semi-formal methods. The
IRIS is threefold: First, IRIS uses semi-form

for the detection of interactions between re

This helps to fill in the gap between the comm
informal and formal approaches. Secondly, 

domain independent approach, which means t

limited to the telecommunications domain but c
in any field. T

itical 

ever, 

or so-called requirements interac

interaction is the situation when two

have an 

ojects, 
ther. 

rtant 

can be caused by the following [2], [3
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This can lead to interacting requ

different stakeholders. 

2. Many projects employ reuse in

project’s development time an

reused requirements can have n

new set of requirements for the 

3. Certain software developme

component-based development, product lines, 

product families, require th

requirements to be integrated into

base system. These new requ

negative impact on existing req

when assigning values to p

requirements, these values mi

For instance, consider a requir
extension 

of new plug-ins that can be attached to the ho
paper first presents an overview of ith its 

 of IRIS 

ents the 
different 

response time of the system sh

and another parameterized 

system shall use Y processo

assigned a value of 0.5 ms

processor, these two re

basic core. It 

customization of IRIS using different plug-ins fo

domains as well as a summary of the resul

from these domains.  
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by the so-called feature interaction problem. A

defined as an identifiable piece of functiona

added on top of a base system to extend 

interaction is the situation where two features

or have a negative impact on each other. The 

feature interactions has been well research

telecommunications domain. Calder et. al. g

extensive review of the different feature 

methodologies and research efforts in [4]. Howe

observations were noticed by the authors of t

For example, most of these research efforts a

towards the telecommunications domain (e.g., [5

Although some methodologies claim to b

independent (e.g. [8]), they have never been a

different domain. Furthermore, most methodo

formal methods for detecting 
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requirements interaction additionally cons ers 

relationships between requirements caused by the 

heterogeneity of stakeholders 

Our research addresses the wider area of requirements 

interactions. This paper first presents an overview of IRIS 

in section 3 (IRIS basic core and IRIS customizability 

concept). In section 4, three case studies are presented 

that show how IRIS has been customized and used with 

different plug-ins in different domains. Finally, section 5 

ends the paper with conclusions and our intended future 

work. 

3. Introduction to IRIS 

that can be applied to 

sic core that contains 

 must be performed at 

action analysis for a 

-ins can be added to 

ore to increase its 

velop their own plug-ins as 

plies with the design rules described later in 

he following subsections the basic core and 

 are presented. 

ts of the main steps, 

tection guidelines that 

 or the type of system 

 these, the basic core 

domain-specific plug-

d the basic core. IRIS 

roach based on several steps 

te the detection of 

 tables and graphs are 

analyst reviews these 

uirements interaction 

g requirements. 

ore is graphically presented in Figure 1. 

y consists of six main 

ps. The requirements are first written down in a textual 

l language. Using six 

ually translated into a 

tion. The following 

escription of them can 

: Organizing requirements: In this step all system 

 one of the following 

m axioms (A system 

 is a property needs to preserve at all times).  

tem dynamic behavior 

ment is a requirements 

em should behave in 

terms of states change and actions when triggered 

by a trigger event). 

This step is shown in Figure 1 as the classification of 

the requirements into one of the two categories: system 

axioms and dynamic behavior. 

Step 2: Filling in requirements tables: Two tables are 

generated in this step: 

o The first table is used to represent requirements 

describing system axioms using the attributes Rules
and Conditions (more attributes can be added when 

needed)  

y that is 

 Feature 

ontradict 

blem of 

 in the 

 a very 

teraction

er, some 

IRIS is a semi-formal approach 

various domains. It consists of a ba

the main components and steps that

all times. If a more thorough inter

specific domain is required, plug

specific hooks in the basic c

effectiveness. The users can de
is 

 directed 
long as it com

this paper. In t
 [ ] [7]). 

domain 
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gies use 

lthough, 

urate in 

ing and 

domain 

erts are 

tion was 

the different plug-ins developed so far

3.1. The Basic Core of IRIS 

The basic core of IRIS consis

tables, graphs, and interaction de

are applied regardless of the domain

under development. In addition to

contains predefined hooks where

ins can be added in order to exten

basic core is a systematic app

formal methods (if used correctly) are very 

detecting interactions, they are very time cons

expensive. Other approaches employ human

experts to detect interactions. But such e

expensive and prone to human errors [9].  

In the past the term feature interaction dete

very limited in scope and usually only 

detecting interactions between features

telecommunications domain using formal 
Requirements interaction man

red to 

of the 

methods.
duced in 

ards the 

critical

in a specific order to facilita

requirements interactions. Different

developed and in a final step the 

tables and graphs using a set of req

detection guidelines to detect interactin

IRIS basic c

[10] as “the set of activities directed to

discovery, management, and disposition 

relationships among a set of requirements”. Req

interaction is 

irements 

oth of 

res 

The IRIS basic core methodolog

ste
them try to identify the relationships between

requirements. However, requirements interacti

broader scope than feature interaction:  

or

as a 
requirements document in natura

steps, the requirements are grad

1. Requirements interaction is more general th

interaction as it considers functional as well 

functional requirements. 

2. Requirements interaction considers req

ure 

on-

graphical and tabular representa

briefly describes the steps. A full d

be found in [11], [12].  

Step 1
ents 

d to be 

requirements are classified into

two categories:  inconsistencies.  

3. The term feature interaction is generally percei

limited to the telecommunication dom

requirements interaction is a phenomenon

occur in any domain. 

4. While feature interaction tends to con
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in. But 
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o Requirements describing syste

axiom
can 
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o Requirements describing sys

(A dynamic behavior require

that describes how the syst
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Figu

o The second table is used to represent re

describing system dynamic behavior us

attributes Pre-state, Trigger event, Actio

state (more attributes can be added when

This step is done by f

qu

ing

n,

n

illing in the values

d

ng th

ex acts all

ents from the requirem

hi

events. A trigger event is called a linked trigger event if 

it can lead to other trigger events. This step is shown as 

the process Generate Linked Events() in the dynamic

behavior class in Figure 1.

Step 5: Representing each event-triggered requirement

in a graphical form: In this step, a graphical notation is

used to link each trigger event with the requirements

that it triggers. This graphical representation will later 

facilitate the detection of interactions between the

requirements. This step is represented by the class

Graphical trigger representation in Figure 1.

this step, the analyst

irements using

his step is shown in 

etection.

erived from a general

bes all the possible

ents interactions [13].

are a description of when two

requirements are considered to be interacting. The basic

guidelines:

interact if they are 

ent and both of them

contradicting actions

interact if they are 

triggered by two linked events but have contradicting

actions or contradicting next states.

The hooks which are represented by H1, H2, H3, H4

and H5 in Figure 1 are insertion points for plug-ins in

order to extend the basic core. Each hook has a unique

name that starts with an H followed by a number to 

identify this hook. The type of the possible plug-ins can 

vary from just adding an attribute to a table to adding a 

complex step. However, not every type of plug-in can be

inserted at every hook. For example a plug-in that is 

irements

 the four

and Next

Step 6: Detecting interactions: In

detects interactions between requ

1: Basic core of IRISre

eeded).

of the

specific interactions guidelines. T

Figure 1 by the class Interaction D

The guidelines in Step 6 were d
different attributes of the system axioms an

behavior classes shown in Figure 1.

Step 3: Extracting trigger events and traci

their requirements: This step identifies and

the different trigger ev

dynamic

em to

interaction taxonomy that descri

categories and scenarios of requirem

The guidelines

tr

ents that

s shown

 in the

s step a 

 trigger

core of IRIS contains the following two

Guideline 1: Two requirements

triggered by the same trigger ev

have the same pre-state but have

or contradicting next states.

Guideline 2: Two requirements

describe dynamic system behavior. This step i

as the process Generate Trigger Events()

dynamic behavior class in Figure 1.

Step 4: Identifying linked events: During t

table is developed that contains all linked
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inserted at hook H3 must be an attribute, whil

that is inserted at hook

e a p

H4 must be a guidel

different plug-ins that have been developed so

pt n of a

ple,

r a

te)

p
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scri

art homes domain (see case

rameters

are need

the list

variables that are used in the requirement as well as 

their data types. The second attribute is called Variable

Range and can be used to restrict the data range that can

be assigned to a variable.

Guideline (GDLN): A guideline is a description of the

situations in which two requirements interact. These

guidelines are derived from a requirements interaction 

taxonomy [13] that describes the different categories

and scenarios of requirements interactions. The number

the reliability of

n problems.

nts requirements or 

utes. Each attribute 

ble. A plug-in can be a 

of IRIS to be able to

. For example, when 

in a system, some of 

 be non-functional

nts). It is sometimes

elopment strategies of

nts as suggested by the

new table plug-in can

apture these different

 their pros and cons.

ndent component that

and graphs. This type 

is a certain step that is

e representing the

ical notation to make sure that

ow each dynamic

tates and actions. This

 a possible preparation

re of IRIS.

bes where this plug-in

Placed and inserted. For instance, if a plug-in can 

hook H2, the P in the plug-in is assigned

is-location of plug-ins.

the main part of the

g-in and describes what this plug-in is, when and how

lug-in body has the 

following parts:

What: States what this plug-in is 

o Name: A unique descriptive name of the plug-in

o Description: A textual description of what this

plug-in is

o Construction: The internal construction of the

plug-in

lug-in

in section 3.3), many requirements have pa

their body and therefore two new attributes

The first one, called Variables, contains

of guidelines used determines

ine. The

far are

c core

lug-ins

n new

s: The

second

detecting design or implementatio

Table (TABL): A table represe

events using a set of attrib

corresponds to a column in the ta

table that extends the basic core

represent certain aspects as needed

representing the system axioms

these system axioms might

requirements (quality requireme

desired to represent different dev

these non-functional requireme

described in the next sub-section.

 basi

s. P

whe

 part

art identifies the type of the plug-in. The

t i

ic c

2 shows a description of the construct

scrib

ne

3.2. IRIS Plug-ins

A plug-in is something that is added to IRIS

to extend its capability of detecting interaction

have a certain format that has to be followed

ones are designed. A plug-in has three main

first p

dentifies

ore of

ion of

es the

of the

stakeholders.  In order to do so, a

be inserted at hook H2 to c

development strategies along with

Step (STEP): A step is an indepe

can generate its own set of tables

of plug-in is needed when there

not necessarily applied at all times, lik

requirements in a graph

part is the plug-in main body. The third par

where this plug-in can be inserted in the bas

IRIS. Figure

a plug-in.

The Type is a four letter abbreviation that de

type of the plug-in. A plug-in can have o

following types:

Attribute (ATTR): An attribute is a descri

specific part of a requirement. For exam

dynamic requirement is described by fou

(pre-state, trigger, action, and next sta

attributes correspond to columns in the

behavior table that is generated during ste

basic core. In new domains, new attribu

needed so that requirements can be fully de

example, in the sm

io

every

ttributes

. These

the analyst fully understands h

requirement behaves in terms of s

type of plug-in is also needed in

dynamic

2 of the

may be 

ed. For

phase before applying the basic co

The P in a circle (Figure 2) descri

can be
b

study 3
be inserted into

in
the value H2. This prevents any m

ed.
Finally, the plug-in body contains

plu
of

the analyst should use it. The p

Figure 2: Format of a plug-in
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When: States when to apply this plug-in 

o Problems it overcomes: A descriptio

types 

n o

of problems this plug-in can ove

on

will

n: A sample descript

H

o Instructions: A set of instructions on h

an

at ha

nted

Table 1 presents a full description of the plug-in 

rem

 des

es: This is an attribute plug-in. It correspo

he dy

bes

o b

r con

. I

ven

par

art

e”

Par

 par

h

 This plug-in is connected to hoo

pl

tem 

ew c

 in

ed f

 conjunctio

nne

hook H3 or hook H5.  

Variables Range attribute:  This is an attribute plug-in 

that has to be used in conjunction with the Variables 

attribute plug-in. It corresponds to a new column in the 

system axiom tables or the dynamic behavior tables. 

The new column describes the allowed range of values 

that can be entered for each variable. This plug-in is 

connected to hook H3 or connected to hook H5. 

Functionalities identification: This is a step plug-in and 

is used when a single requirement is complex and 

describes different functionalities. For example a 

larm has many sub-

The goal is to simplify 

separate the different 

encapsulated functionalities. This plug-in is connected 

ividual requirements:

nected to hook H1. It 

at is performed before 

 is used when the 

omplex and therefore 

 proceeding with the 

proach steps. A 

-in is given below in 

 a table plug-in, i.e., a 

s inserted as part of the parent system 

leted during step 2 of 

scribes what strategies 

system axioms. This 

lug-in. It is used to 

equirements if both of 

the rule part of one 

 part of the second 

ected to hook H4. 

Guideline 4: This is a guideline plug-in. It is used to 

equirements if one of 

 other one describes 

n part of the dynamic 

ct with the rule part of 

ystem axiom. This plug-in is connected to hook 

ne plug-in. It detects 

uirements that are 

nt, have different pre-

es, and the activation of one requirement bypasses 

rement. This plug-in is 

lug-in. It can be used 

 requirements that are 

e different pre-states, 

irement bypasses the 

ment. This plug-in is 

k H4. 

Guideline 7: This is a guideline plug-in. It can detect 

interactions between requirements R1 and R2 in the 

following situation: Requirements R1 and R2 are 

triggered by linked events (two events are said to be 

linked when the occurrence of the first event is 

logically followed by the occurrence of the second 

event). R1 is already triggered and executing an action. 

Then R2 is activated and requires an action that will 

cancel the action of R1 before it is completed. This 

plug-in is connected to hook H4. 

f what 

rcome 

the “Parameter assignment” plug-in. It is co

requirement for an intruder a

requirements and functionalities. 

the parent requirement and to 

when used 

o Expected enhancement: A descripti  of the 

 bring 

ion of 

ow to 

to hook H1. 

Graphical representation of ind

This is a step plug-in that is con

corresponds to a complete step th

step 2 in the basic core. This plug-in

given set of requirements are c

must be fully understood before

expected enhancement this plug-in 

when used 

o Example of applicatio

when to use the plug-in 

ow: States how to apply this plug-in 

insert and use this plug-in plus y other 

ve the 

.

named 

rest of the interaction detection ap

complete description of this plug

Table 1. 

System axioms strategies: This is

new sub-table i

instructions. 

So far we have designed twelve plug-ins th

structure described above and are fully docume

“Graphical representation of individual requi

an example. The other plug-ins are only briefly

below. 

Resourc

ents” as 

cribed 

axioms table. This table is comp

the IRIS basic core steps and de

are necessary to implement the 

plug-in is connected to hook H2. 

nds to 

namic 

 what 

e fully 

nected 

Guideline 3: This is a guideline p

detect interactions between two r

them are system axioms and 

requirement contradicts the rule

requirement. This plug-in is conn

a new column in the system axiom table or t

behavior table. The new column descri

resources each requirement needs in order t

met. This plug-in is connected to hook H3 o

to hook H5. 

Parameter assignment: This is a step plug-in

to find any parameterized parts in the gi

requirements. Then these parameterized 

t is used 

set of 

ts are 

  For 

stating

detect interactions between two r

them is a system axiom and the

dynamic behavior and the actio

behavior requirement is in confli

the s
replaced by parameters (e.g., X, Y …etc). 

example, consider a requirement that has a p

“the lights will switch on in a certain plac

place is a parameterized part and the 

assignment plug-in replaces this part with a

X. The requirement now should be “the lig

switch on in X”.

. Certain 

ameter 

ameter 

ts will 

k H1. 

H4. 

Guideline 5: This is a guideli

interactions between two req

triggered by the same trigger eve

stat

Variables attribute: This is an attribute 

corresponds to a new column in the sys

tables or the dynamic behavior tables. The n

describes the different variables used

requirement along with the data type allow

variable. This plug-in must be used in

ug-in. It 

axiom 

olumn 

 each 

or this 

n with 

cted to 

the activation of the second requi

connected to hook H4. 

Guideline 6: This is a guideline p

to detect interactions between two

triggered by linked events, hav

and the activation of one requ

activation of the second require

inserted at hoo
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TType: S EP

Graphical representation of individual requirem

ion A complete st

system. This is to ensure that the an

behavior of the requirements.

on The execution of th

1. Select every requirement that describe

behavior, list it separately, and read it caref

2. Identify a suitable graphical representation

[14], CRESS [15], UCM [16]).

3. R

the chosen graphical notation.

4. If it is difficu

restate the

source/stakeholder o

understand it. 

his 1. Comple

2. Ambiguity of requirements

3. Lack of underst

3. Clarification of wrong assumptions or wrong

Ex

enh

pecte

ance ts tables in step 2 of

asic core of IRIS 

ts attributes (e.g. pre-state, 

d interaction detection and prevention of false

d

ments

1. Reduced requirements ambiguity

2. Reduced difficulty filling in the requiremen

the b

3. Improved accuracy of the requiremen

trigger event, action, next state)

4. Improve

interactions

Name ents

Descript ep that is carried out to graphically represent each

individual requirement that describes dynamic behavior of the

alyst fully understands the

What

Constructi is step requires the following activities:

s dynamic system

ully.

(e.g., State charts

epresent each of the selected requirements graphically using

lt to represent the requirement, the analyst needs to

requirement and possibly consult with the

f the requirement in order to better

5. Go back to activity 3 until all requirements have been addressed.

Problems t

plug-in

overcomes

xity of requirements

anding of requirements

judgments

When

Sample of 

application

This step has been applied in a case study to identify interactions

between the requirements of a lift system. Refer to [2] for an

example application.

Body:

How Instructions 1. This step is directly applied after step 1 of IRIS basic core.

2. This step is applied only to requirements describing dynamic

system behavior.

3. Any graphical notation can be used that is able to fully represent

the four basic attributes: pre-state, trigger event, action, and next

state.

H1

Table 1: Details of the plug-in Graphical representation of individual requirements
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4. Customizing IRIS for Different Dom

proac

usi

xtensi

bility t

his section we show how these plug-ins have

. So far

e diff

d

s that d

d.

quirem

ures

alyzed

olicies

mar

simil

e cate

er po

oma

e

s u

o pa

t d results with other results reporte

r

c ou

w

sing IRIS

ans that no 

an experts

wo

of t

a itional

ug-ins. The guidelines of the basic core ca

critical interactions (e.g., non-determinism)

n guidel

inserting plug-ins) helps to detect more intera

th

at

the customer (e.g. in low criticality systems, the customer

might want to detect only critical interactions). The need

to detect more interactions or to capture all interactions

means the use of more plug-ins and therefore more cost

and time.

4.1. Case Study 1: The Lift Control System 

The lift control system can be considered as part of the

control domain. In this case study a set of 14 requirements

describing the behavior of a lift system was analyzed. A 

more detailed description of the case study can be found

ntrol System

We first list the problems encountered in this case study

 used to overcome

ents were ambiguous.

entation of individual

raphically represent

heir exact behavior.

elped resolve the ambiguities that existed

ion of the textual

nts as part of the plug-

ements and improved

used in the case study

d requirements describing system axioms,

tem axioms had to be

e 3” was used to

rise between system 

nstructions on to how

he set of requirements used in the case study

ments describing system axioms as 

analyst had to make

requirements violate

ms. The plug-in

“Guideline 4” provided instructions on how to detect

4.1.2. Summary of the Obtained Results

A summary of the results obtained as well as a 

comparison with results reported by Heisel et al [18], [19]

are presented in Table 2. Three plug-ins were used in this

Table 2: Summary of the lift case study results

4.2 Case Study 2: The Telecommunications

Features

The case study was conducted on a set of eight

telecommunication features that were provided by the

feature interaction contest held in 2000 [17]. The textual

descriptions of the features were at a suitable level of

abstraction, i.e., they did not contain implementation

details. Such low-level details are currently still beyond

the scope of IRIS. More details on the case study can be

found in [20].

nteractions

l interactions

d events)

Missed

interactions

ains

The number of detected interactions versus

number of actual interactions is something th

As stated earlier, IRIS is a semi-formal ap

can be customized for different domains. Custom

achieved by extending the basic core of IRIS

h that

ization is

ng

4.1.1. Plug-ins Used in the Lift Co

in [11].

plug-

bility

o the

been

, we 

erent

and then describe which plug-ins were

these problems.

1. In the beginning some requirem

The plug-in “Graphical repres

requirements” was used to g
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